
 
What is the purpose of our Key Stage 2 English Curriculum? 

How does Key Stage 2 English promote the spiritual development of each child? 

 
Throughout our Key Stage 2 English curriculum, we take every opportunity to develop and promote every pupil’s 
spiritual development. We implement the Catholic Pupil Profile at every opportunity to allow pupils to understand 
their own faith and to ensure that they are well-rounded citizens. The Catholic Life of the school is at the heart of 
the Key Stage 2 English curriculum as we are able to explore God’s creation through the subject and this further 
helps to develop and enhance each individual’s spirituality. One way this is achieved is through the ‘Deeper-
Thinking Question’ for each of the units covered – these questions encourage the children to explore their faith 
whilst also linking it back to their current learning. Opportunities for reflection are exploited to ensure that we are 
performing in God’s image and that we are able to be the very best that we can be – this is done through regular 
reflections of how our current lessons link to the Catholic Virtues and Values that we focus on each half term. 
Please see the website sheets for more detail on how Key Stage 2 English topics are linked to the Catholic Ethos.  
 
What is the intent of the Key Stage 2 English curriculum? 

 
Our Key Stage 2 English curriculum has been designed in collaboration with our Key Stage 3 English curriculum as 
well as MAC schools to ensure a seamless transition from ages 4 – 16. The Head of Key Stage 2 English has regular 
‘English Best Practice Group’ meetings with the first schools to ensure that the transition from first to middle 
school is as smooth as possible and to work cooperatively together. We have planned our curriculum so that Key 
Stage 2 are exposed to a wide range of texts, genres and skills which are then further refined in their Key Stage 3 
English curriculum. Topics and skills are chosen based on the content of the National Curriculum as well as 
relevant texts that engage our children and are ordered in such a way that skills are gradually built on.  
 
Reading is a huge priority for us as a department, as it is as a whole school, and all our children spend time in the 
library with a dedicated librarian where they read and quiz, using the Accelerated Reading programme. In Key 
Stage 2, the children complete a STAR reading test which gives them a reading age and then they follow the 
structured format of Accelerated Reading where they quiz on books before moving up to the next level. In order to 
develop our children’s love of reading, our library is regularly restocked and we encourage children to bring in old 
books which they have loved reading for others to read also. Various competitions and incentives can also be seen 
in our library to further engage our readers. Our curriculum is largely based around core texts, aimed to engage 
the reader and help them to develop their love of writing, as well as reading. 
 
By the end of Key Stage 2 English, our intent is that children are as prepared as possible for their end of Key Stage 
2 Statutory Tests; that they are prepared to entre Key Stage 3 where these skills can be further developed and that 
they enjoy the various aspects of literacy due to a rich and engaging curriculum and enthusiastic staff who are 
passionate about their subject. 
 
How does the Key Stage 2 English support the broader development of the child? 

 
Our Key Stage 2 English curriculum has been designed to support the broader development of the child through 
the topics and texts which we cover. We aim to provide children with a rich and varied aim of books which they 
can access through the library, whilst promoting our Modern British Values and Catholic Values and Virtues 
throughout the content of the topics. Children are exposed to texts from a range of cultures and focus different 
genres, including fables, where important messages are delivered. We also support the broader development of 
the child through character analysis and key themes such as good vs. evil in the texts that we are covering.   
 
To ensure children interact in a social setting, we encourage group work in Key Stage 2 English to help children 
with their social and emotional skills. In order to advance their academic skills, children are then encouraged to 
apply these skills that they have developed in a group setting to their own independent work.  
 
The well-being of our children is at the heart of all we do and Key Stage 2 English staff have regular Pupil Progress 
Meetings where each individual child is discussed to ensure that the needs of all are being met and so we can 
provide any additional support, where necessary, as quickly as possible. 
 



 

How does Key Stage 2 English link to other subjects at St Bede’s? 
 
When planning Key Stage 2 English, we looked at how the schemes fit in to our whole-school vision, and then 
explored explicit links between subjects across school, where possible. For example, in Year 5 English, we start off 
with adventure stories to link with the ‘Miracles of Jesus’ in RE and our ‘Deeper-Thinking Question’ is ‘where can 
we see real-life adventures in the Bible?’. Simultaneously, Geography teach a unit on ‘Places and Journeys’ which 
helps to encourage our children to think of a wider range of settings for their stories. 
 
Books that are chosen also have a cross-curricular link. For example, in Year 6, the children read ‘You are 
Awesome’ by Matthew Syed, a book which helps to empower young readers with a sense of self-esteem whist 
offering sensible life advice throughout. We chose this text to help support our SMVSC curriculum and also due to 
the fact that the well-being of our children and their social and emotional development is at the core of our Key 
Stage 2 English curriculum. 
 
The Key Stage 2 English curriculum also has a direct link to RE and Catholic Social Teaching through the ‘Deeper-
Thinking Questions’ for each of our topics and also through the exploration of the Catholic Virtues which are often 
used as reflections at the end of lessons. 
 
The Head of the Language and Communication Faculty has met with various heads of departments across the 
school, ensuring that literacy is a focus in each of the children’s lessons. This has been achieved through shared 
literacy starters, staff meetings to develop non-English teaching staff’s understanding of the various terms children 
are exposed to in their English lessons and learning walks which have resulted in the sharing of good practice 
across the departments. Literacy across the curriculum is a huge focus for us and is monitored regularly 
throughout the year.  
 

 


